OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: June 14, 1995

TO: District Engineers
       District Field Engineers
       District Construction Engineers
       Resident/Project Engineers

FROM: Paul F. Miller
       Robert E. Maki
       Engineer of Construction
       Engineer of Traffic & Safety

SUBJECT: Joint Construction and Traffic & Safety Instructional Memorandum 1995-G
         Inspection of Traffic Sign Contracts

This is in addition to the information which is provided in Construction Instructional Memorandum 1993-6, Inspection of Freeway Sign Upgrading Projects, and Construction Circular Letter 1995-3, Inspection of Traffic Sign Contracts.

It is important that any stamps or labels that M•DOT inspectors place on sign materials only document the type of inspection which was done (Assurance versus Acceptance).

Materials & Technology, Construction, Traffic & Safety, and Maintenance representatives will communicate and coordinate with each other prior to commencement of the project to insure uniformity of inspection at all stages.

Paul F. Miller, Engineer of Construction

Robert E. Maki, Engineer of Traffic & Safety
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cc: Engineering Services Division Construction Engineers
       M & T Division Construction Technicians
       Design Division G. Taylor
       OEO L. Kinney
       MRBA H. Linne
       MAPA P. Fhaner
       MCPA B. Hayes
       MCA